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Related to previous topics of:

Truth Level 1 and Truth Level 2
Consciousness and Causality
Free Will and Determinism
Trivium Method
Transcendental Consciousness
TRUTH
2 types

Potential for the creation in the inner light of consciousness to become created as an outer light in existence.

TRUTH LEVEL 1, DERIVED FROM:

Existence = Outer Universe = “lower”, “matter”

T2 potential is actualized into

Primacy of Existence

TRUTH LEVEL 2, DERIVED FROM:

Consciousness = Inner You = “higher”, “spirit”

T2 potential is envisioned from

Power of Consciousness

T2 exists within T1, consciousness exists within existence

Primacy of Existence, within it is the Power of Consciousness

T2 actualized into T1, from consciousness into existence
**Truth Level 1** - Certainty of Actuality (Manifested)
- what is, reality as the current condition
- from *objective existence* (*physical & metaphysical*)

**Truth Level 2** - Possibility of Potentiality (Unmanifested)
- what could be, “absolute” idea compared to “relative” changing reality
- from *subjective imagination*, “unconscious”, “spirit”

Everything that exists (known & unknown)

Known to exist

TRUTH LEVEL 2 - POSSIBILITY OF POTENTIALITY (UNMANIFESTED)

Possible to exist

Doesn’t exist yet - from the consciousness imagination factory powered by an abstraction engine. What is potentially generated is based on what is already generated. Ability to create into the *future*, from *consciousness into existence*.
-1000 yrs  -100 yrs  -10 yrs now current

A,X,Y  X,Z  Z  XYZ

PAST IS, HAS BEEN (WAS)  PRESENT IS  FUTURE IS, POSSIBLY WILL BE

T1 AS WHAT IS, OR HAS BEEN. REAL, ACTUAL. CAN INCLUDE ACTUALIZED T2/F2

EFFECTS CREATED

ACTUAL PRIMACY THAT EXISTS

PRIMARY KNOWLEDGE OF EXISTENCE

CURRENT WAYS OF BEING

SYNEIDESIS - PAST

T1 AS WHAT CAN OR COULD BE. POTENTIAL FUTURE ACTUAL. CAN INCLUDE T2/F2

EFFECTS NOT YET CREATED

POTENTIAL TO CHANGE ACTUAL

POWER OF CONSCIOUSNESS TO ALTER

ENVISION DIFFERENT WAYS OF BEING

SYNDERESIS - FUTURE

how long will it take to manifest a better way?

±XYZ, ±ABC... ???
PRIMACY OF EXISTENCE
to EVOLVE CONSCIOUSNESS

INTERNAL CONSCIOUSNESS (THOUGHT, EMOTION)
"SPIRIT", MENTAL, IDEA, IDEAL, INFINITE
ABSTRACTION - IMAGINATION - SUBJECTIVE
LOW DEFINITION - HIGH ABSTRACTION

EXTERNAL CONSCIOUSNESS (ACTION)
MATTER, PHYSICAL, ACTUAL, FINITE
GROUNDS - REALITY - OBJECTIVE
HIGH DEFINITION - LOW ABSTRACTION

STRONGER FOUNDATION IN REALITY
ALLOWS FOR MORE ACCURATE
ABSTRACTIONS IN CONSCIOUSNESS

DEEPER ROOTS IN REALITY =
DEEPER GROWTH IN CONSCIOUSNESS
**Care for Moral Truth**

*Feedback Generation in Reality*

---

**Primacy of Existence to Be**

- **Actual Reality.** That which is/has been generated into existence.
- **Truth Actual (T1, L1)**

**Power of Consciousness to Change**

- **Consumes Reality to Generate/Create**

**Potential Reality.** That which can/could be generated into existence.

**Truth Potential (L2)**

---

**Consciousness Intelligence Care/Desire Courage, Will**

**Logic Processing Understanding Why**

- **Grammar Input Knowledge**
- **Thought "Mind"**
- **Emotion "Heart"**
- **Intelligence**

**Level 1**

- **Seek Truth/Morality**

**Level 2**

- **Embrace/Accept Truth/Morality**

**Level 3**

- **Embody/Be/Live Truth/Morality**

**Level 4**

- **Share/Speak/Preach Truth/Morality**

---

**Action "Guts"**

**Care**

- **Who What Where When**

**Rhetoric Output Wisdom**

- **How**

**Motivations**

---

**Potential Reality.** The path & way of what ought/should be right & good living.

**Moral Truth (T2)**

---

**Care for Right over Wrong**

- Care for Higher Living, Higher Consciousness, Higher, Truer, Realer Self.

---

**Consume Reality to Generate/Create Feedback**

- **Cave for CARE for moral truth.**
- **Care for higher living,**
- **Higher consciousness,**
- **Higher, Truer, Realer Self.**

---

**Potency of Reality**

- The path & way of what ought/should be right & good living.
- Moral Truth (T2)
### Free Will Causal Agency vs. Probabilistically Natural Causal Determinacy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Self-Determination Capacity vs. No Self-Determination</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Free Will Causal Agent</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-Determination Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacity to Choose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free Will &amp; Consciousness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voluntary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Probabilistic-Deterministic Processing</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Self-Determination Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Capacity to Choose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Free Will or Consciousness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Involuntary</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Power of Consciousness to Affect/Alter/Change

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Free Will Self-Determinism</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Causal Freedom</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Primacy of Existence to Affect/Alter/Change

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Causal Determinism</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Influence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Affect</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Human animals               |
| Nonhuman animals            |
| (if there are aliens...)    |

| Animals                    |
| Plants                     |
| Cells                      |
| Apples                     |
| Ball                       |
| Atoms                      |
| Subatomics                 |
| Quantum Mechanical Processes |

Animals have aspects here. No choice in hunger or other motivations, involuntary.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input Stimulus</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Output Response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trigger a method, function, procedure, from event listener or sensor. Ignores invalid input, can’t use it. Usually involves if:then to test the presence of a condition, through comparison. “Programmed” ratio to automate functions. No free will, no consciousness. Physical change, adapt, transform, grow.</td>
<td>If valid input, then generates a valid output response. Programmed, automated. Non-conscious functionality is not a chaos creator.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Basic Automated “Programmed” Processing & Output**

Automated systems functionality (external universe)

Involuntary Processing

if:then, 1:1, 1:many (ratio)

Limited potential response.

Orderliness of “programmed” functionality.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>(In)Voluntary Processing [ if:then, 1:1, 1:many, 1:\infty ]</th>
<th>Output Response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>With valid ratio / rationality, reason, logic / intuition, understanding, or not with invalidity, irrationality, chaos, etc. Unlimited potential response.</td>
<td>Response can be valid or invalid, rational or irrational, ordered or chaotic, good or evil, etc. Consciousness creates evil / chaos.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input Stimulus</td>
<td>Consciousness can respond with conditioning (involuntary), or diverge with free will. Can also respond in accordance, alignment, union, with order of consistency, integrity, noncontradiction (logic), or not and diverge chaotically. Mental change/adapt/transform.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FREE WILL CONSCIOUSNESS PROCESSING &amp; OUTPUT</strong></td>
<td><strong>INFINITE POTENTIAL POSSIBILITIES (INTERNAL MULTIVERSE)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**NON-REFLECTIVE**

Intuitive inference processing.
Sub/Un-conscious construction.
Automatic, involuntary.
Axiomatic.
“Feels right”.
Conclusion via intuitive justification while *unaware* of arguments/data.
Non-corrective modality, attachment to subconscious conditioning.

**REFLECTIVE**

Reason/rational inference processing.
Conscious construction.
Willed, Voluntary.
Secondary.
Makes sense.
Conclusion via intuitive justification while *aware* of arguments/data.
Corrective modality, leading to honest truthful communication.

Logic proper, is a consciously aware voluntary willful form of axiomatic primary intuitive data collection and processing. Intuition proper, is a more involuntary unconscious logical data collection/aggregation processing. The conscious kind is less susceptible to contradiction.
Voluntary alignment or contradiction with reality.

**Reason**
- Controlled, willed, voluntary
- Time developed
- Conscious aware processing.
- Active logic

**Intuition**
- Uncontrolled, automatic, involuntary
- Instant
- Un/Subconscious unaware processing
- Passive logic

Involuntary alignment or contradiction with reality.
Human Consciousness Development

- **Body-Self Awareness**
  - Primary stimulus/response & processing. *Non-reflective* (automatic), axiomatic, intuitive, “feels-right”.

- **World-Other Awareness**
  - Deeper secondary processing. *Reflective*, contemplative and introspective, as well as the *self-corrective* evolutionary *power* of consciousness to change, evolve, grow and heal. *Transcending* into the future (*synderesis*), not repeating mistakes, learning from the past (*syneidesis*).

- **Higher Order Internally Derived Self Awareness**
  - *Ego identity*
  - *Socio worldview*
Patterns are a repetition, they demonstrate a form of persistence, which can become recognized as knowledge. Persistence and repetition is the methodology behind “science”. An apple persists. Persistence indicates existence. Actual knowledge can persistently be repeated to others, even self-knowledge. If it’s transitory in time, then it can be expressed as a function of the past while no longer persisting into the future.

“Does that thing really exist, or was it something I only thought I saw?” (either exist in reality or exist only in your consciousness...)

The methodology of science tests the repeated existence of things, even if they only appear for the duration of the method that tests for them. Repeating the method will persistently produce the existence of an aspect of reality. Matter also persists, like a repetition, that is constant, but without any observable nonpersistence.
Knowledge is something cut, divided and separated for it to be known as it is, apart, split and dissected, compared and contrast to something else. To understand what is now cut, requires collecting the pieces to assimilate them in a non-contradictory manner. Logic is from the PIE root *leg- meaning to collect. Patterns are detected by comparing data collected about reality. Logic is required for greater vision, awareness and pattern recognition of reality.

Conscience and consciousness can develop towards the apotheosis (becoming a “god”) of higher transcendental consciousness and the Eye of Providence vision of reality. Knowledge and vision of the past provides a guide and foresight to improve the future. This is the power to transcend the biological, environmental and social conditioning/programming.
Replication, Persistence, Life

All biological constructs engage in replication and renewal for persistence and survival of their being, compared to simple elemental components that are simply elements in themselves and not producing the emergence of bio-life nor the later emergent consciousness. Higher order complexity brings higher order functionality, such as consciousness, the higher form of Life. Our bio-construct / being, allows us to see proportions and ratios, between one thing and another, both external (world) and internal (self) comparisons.

Persistence of being is a repeatability of being. Repeatability is a ratio/proportion between what something is now, compared to what it was before (present/past). What exists, is repeatable, seen as the persistence of a state through time. It is knowledge of what exists, because it is repeatable to show that it exists.
Replicating Change

Change can come from self, or environment. We can be pressured into change by outside factors, and also develop internal analysis and reflection to pressure ourselves into change as well.

From a state of being towards becoming something else. This is part of higher consciousness capacities within higher order consciousness beings, like humans. Self-transformation must be voluntarily developed and used, with free will choice. Forced changes can result from external environmental factors (i.e. the world, reality, that is not your consciousness as a self-controlled being) putting pressure on you to affect a change.

Basis for life, biology, is persistence as survival. Everyone, everything, is trying to survive. That is basic default lower life, simply persistence and replication. Higher Life, Truer Living, is based in consciousness, towards the idea of an ideal better, more right, more good, more true way of living than simply to live for your own survival.
We live in the present (are, is, stationary), but are living for the future (going, will be, could be, can be, mobile). Animal life is mostly focused in the action of being/present/now, however human animals have more potential power and vision to perceive beyond the immediacy of the current condition of life, towards action that is more preferable, optimal, better and improved, as we move towards living into the future. Imagination, idea, ideal, subjective, mental, infinite multiverse, “spirit”. All the imagery, imaginations, ideas, are “spirits” (the “spirit” in which we do things) that push and motivate us to act. That’s the magic of symbolism, imagery and language.

The Primacy of Existence (being actual) and the Power of Consciousness (becoming potential). There is no becoming (potential), without first being (actual). No consciousness potential (lower or higher), without first existence actual (physical existence). To have a consciousness like we have (or lower) in existence, you need a body like we have in existence. The body comes before the consciousness within it. Existence comes before consciousness can emerge in existence.
Body (You, I) - Material, Physical, Primary Substance, Genetic
Minor physical changes. Different for each human despite sharing attributes. Basic you that other aspects of you can emerge from. You need and have a body as part of who you are at more significant differences.

Consciousness (You, I) - Immaterial, Nonphysical, Secondary Substance
Power to change voluntarily. Same power potential in all humans - universal)
Un/sub-conscious and conscious thought power within - universal.
The “I” that all humans have as a power potential within to change and evolve consciousness, the body, and the ego-personality-identity construct.

Ego-Personality-Identity Construct (You, I) - Immaterial, Nonphysical, Epigenetic
Can change yourself (in)voluntarily. Different for each human despite sharing attributes - individual.
Un/sub-conscious conditioning (bio & socio) throughout life.
The “I” that you and the environment (society-others) can shape and change.
Consciousness: self, with-knowledge, nonphysical, “spirit”, “soul”, psyche. Psyche: self, animating of animals, mind, soul, spirit, life, blow, breath. Spirit: breath, animating of animals, soul, life; disposition, character, nature (morality, ka); way of thinking and feeling, state of mind; source of a human desire; "divine substance, divine mind, God;" "the Holy Ghost; divine power;"

Symbolism of air, wings, wind, breath, unseen, immaterial, hidden, life, sun/sol, soul, spirit, mind, invisible; is consciousness, “spirit” life of animals as well as higher potential. From inner consciousness there is perception, awareness and understanding, of which the most important is morality (conscience), determining how to act and live rightly. This is how we self-determine a higher consciousness nature, character, disposition and behavior of ourselves.

Consciousness, including the unconscious (all the many “spirits” within us that drive us, our desires that motivate behavior), can decrease or increase our power to self-correct and improve moral living. Willful conscious awareness and involuntary unconsciously unaware motivations, drives and emotions, are the “spirits” in which we do things, the "deities"/"gods" within.
“Spirit”/“soul” is primarily a symbol to refer to an aspect of you, your self, consciousness, the immaterial unseen internal part of you that is the common power in all creatures, the will power to act that varies in degrees of ability according to the complexity of the bio-animal body that produces it.

Having “spirit”, or a ”soul”, as a drive or embodiment to act, is the power to act, having courage, and is related to the higher moral dimension to act rightly, right-action. Acting to create a wrong is not courage. The phrase “not having a soul” refers to an immoral, or uncaring, person. This is the secondary aspect of consciousness, “spirit”, “soul”, the higher moral dimension.

Higher consciousness/“spirit” is the power of becoming something different, the potential to go somewhere, the will to determine value and meaning, to follow a means and journey towards a purpose, goal, end, objective. The different potential goal should be better/improved from before. It’s the internal vision, the one-eye, to pay attention to the current present actuality, and envision the future potential that can be created. Ultimately, it’s to be/become more moral (“spiritual”) through self-correction.
“Spirit”, con-sciousness, con-science, is the compass within that directs, drives and motivates us to determine moral value and a higher, truer, realer version of ourselves. The power of continual self-renewal through self-correction is the power of transcendental consciousness by facing the negative/immorality/evil.

Syneidesis is the vision to see the morality of the past and learn from mistakes or successes, which is required for the power of synderesis to envision the proper correct moral action to live by in the future. Most of life and living is unconscious, while rising above our current condition and ways of living requires learning and is a complex processing capability of higher order consciousnesses.

The “spirits” of unconscious, involuntary, programmed, automated, conditioned motivational drives are the baser biological and sociological living from “matter”, nature and environment. The “spirit” of conscious, aware, voluntary, willful motivation is the power potential for higher living where we can become resurrected, rebirthed and reborn as a truer, higher, realer version of ourselves, as a more moral “spiritual” living being.
“Spirit1” (primary in development) is consciousness to evolve moral understanding and living by the “Spirit2” (secondary in development), morality. Spirituality is morality, spiritual is moral, spiritually is morally. Morality is the "spirituality" that matters, morally acting is the "spiritually" activated state that matters, and being more moral is the "spiritual" state of being that matters.

The “spirits” within are the “gods” and “deities” that have been externalized, objectified, reified, projected, personified and anthropomorphized through metaphor, analogy, symbolism, mythology, narratives and stories, used to attempt to explain and make sense of aspects of ourselves and of reality itself.

“God”, the “Spirit”, is often referred to as the “Truth”, the “Good”, and Morality itself, also known as “Natural (Moral) Law”. “God” is made into an authority that is externalized for objectifying and reifying morality itself. “Spirit” ("God") is the overarching watchful guarding Eye of Providence, One-Eye, to rule over the lower “spirits” of men. Moral Truth, conscience, from consciousness, is the internal pro-vision (providence), the guardian, watcher and guide (synderesis) to our future actions. This is transcendental consciousness.
KNOWLEDGE LEVEL 1
BARE KNOWLEDGE FROM REALITY
PHYSICAL KNOWLEDGE NATURAL SCIENCES

EXTERNAL SENSES LIGHT IN REALITY
INPUT

KNOWLEDGE LEVEL 1
BARE KNOWLEDGE FROM REALITY
PHYSICAL KNOWLEDGE NATURAL SCIENCES

KNOWLEDGE LEVEL 2
DEEPER KNOWLEDGE FROM CONSCIOUSNESS
METAPHYSICAL KNOWLEDGE

INTERNAL SENSES LIGHT IN CONSCIOUSNESS
LOGICALLY PROCESSING THE KNOWLEDGE INPUT

Syneidesis: with knowledge learning from the past leads to being wise in action

Synderesis: watch over with guide to the future wisdom of right-action

Observe & record
Abstract, imagine & invent (create, generate, manifest)

Understanding
Wisdom Level 1

Wisdom Level 2
**Past & Future Vision - Syneidesis & Synderesis**

**Knowledge from the Past as a Guide to Watch Over the Future to Not Repeat Mistakes, to Create Better**

**Syneidesis**
- conscience as passing judgement on past acts (as opposed to synderesis)
- from syn ‘with, together’, and eidenai ‘to know’

**Synderesis (Synteresis)**
- conscience as a guide to future action (as opposed to syneidesis)
- from syn ‘with’, and tereein ‘to watch over’, ‘keep guard’

Note, conscience for morality in the past is knowledge, eidenai, while conscience about future actions is about watching over what will come to be. The knowledge comes from the past to guide us into the future. We live in the present/past, but work and live for the future.

“He who controls the past controls the future. He who controls the present controls the past.” – George Orwell
**Eye of Providence (All Seeing Eye)**
- foresight, prudent anticipation, foreknowledge precaution (to guard against beforehand)
- from provide, pro-vision, from pro- "ahead" + videre "to see"
  look ahead, prepare, supply, act with foresight

**Synderesis (Synteresis)**
- conscience as a guide to future action (as opposed to syneidesis)
- from syn 'with', and tereein 'to watch over'

This is about generating, manifesting, creating & becoming in time. Providence, fate, fortune & destiny is about the future. Providence is about behavior and action based on knowing what will happen through pattern recognition of foreseeing it will happen, from a causal relation to predict it. A precaution is to guard against. Synderesis is about our future actions. We watch over the future with knowledge of the past with which to guard ourselves. To watch and guard is also to protect. We protect ourselves with knowledge of the past, syneidesis, to determine what future we are creating with the continuation of current actions, allowing us to change with foresight. The Eye of Providence, fate, etc., the providence of “God”, is our consciousness uncovering reality to recognize patterns of causality, and make sense of what came before, to see what will come next. The transcendental consciousness that watches over and guards us, is ourselves, if we choose to engage in this voluntary willful higher order power of consciousness. The Eye of Providence is the vision of wisdom from acquiring the light of truth and morality, the apotheosis power of being like a “god” to rule our own fate, destiny & fortune.
**Higher Consciousness Potential**

Transcendental Consciousness to Moral Objective

*(above, beyond, excel, surpass)*

- **Beginning, Start**
- **Journey, Living**
- **Goal, End**

**Being** *(static)* → **Becoming** *(dynamic)* → **Being** *(static)*

Grounding of Current Being

Road to being something more or less, higher or lower, etc.
(Or no road, becoming what you already are.)

Grounding of Actualized Goal, having become
Becoming is a journey with meaning and purpose. Becoming is what always is happening, while being is specific space-time snapshots. There is no becoming (potential), without first being (actual). No consciousness potential, without first existence actual. We live in the present/past (are, is, stationary), and are living for future (going, will be, mobility).

Transcend - above and beyond what? Above a current state of being. “Transcendence” isn’t going to some other dimensional reality, 5D or whatever. It’s to transcend a self state, using reflection of higher transcendental consciousness. To climb beyond the current state of being, to a potential becoming from higher consciousness, brought back down to the ground of being. Becoming aware of this power of consciousness potential to transcend and overcome ourselves, is the apotheosis of recognizing our “god”-creator-generator-manifestor powers to change our way of being in reality. Transcending the current condition with transcendental consciousness.

Non-higher order consciousness stays as it is, always becoming what it already is, not a higher order imagination potential to change/affect reality in greater degrees. The lower consciousness can affect externally, while the higher changes internally in consciousness, self-awareness, reflection, contemplation, etc. to then affect externally.
Is this Living, or even living?
To be present, in the stillness of being, as the real living? Is the goal here?

Apotheosis (become like gods)
Higher Living
Living in paradise, heaven, “no worries” of eternal good, immortalized living
Truth, Natural Law, Heaven and Hell

(Bible Symbolism)

There is an Equation To Enlightenment
The abandonment of this equation, while on occasion, permits syncretistic factors to provide the semblance of success — in the manner of a broken clock that is correct twice in the period of a day — but True Success can only be assured when Natural Laws indigenous to all planes of reality are simultaneously Evolved and Consciously Harmonized in a Sustained Effort to Focus all Activity in the absolute zenith of the pinnacle of expressive Being. The original Gospel accounts portrayed Jesus as a man who fulfilled the Law within himself to become the Anointed.

The path, the gate, is narrow. Truth, Love, Good, Right is one Way, it’s strict & requires a narrow focus of dedication & effort to it (tribulation, hardship), not a wide array of convenience, but strict and arduous effort to pass through. It is difficult to walk and live in The Way, not easy as is a wide gate to pass through, of comfort, ease, amusement, gratification, enjoyment, convenience, comfort. The Way is a narrow Servitude to Truth, giving yourself to Truth, embrace Truth, Care for Truth.

“If the words of Jesus are true — and the Kingdom is within you — then the question that Christians should be asking, is how must the Kingdom be entered? The answer is the proper application of the Key of Knowledge by turning the scriptures within your own mind and being”

“...because there are many who go wrong in this life, I do not consider that it is easy to pronounce, without danger, that anyone knows or understands those things, which, in order to be opened up, need the key of knowledge; which key, the Savior declared, lay with those who were skilled in the Law” - Origen

Natural Law, is the key to knowledge, the knowledge of wisdom, the wisdom of Right-Action.

“Thayer’s Lexicon uses the term initiate — and an initiate is one who has become prepared to receive higher instruction and revelation. In the parable of the ten virgins (Matt 25:1-13), only those who had prepared themselves with the oil of purification could receive the Lord at his coming. Thus, the five who had prepared themselves were the initiates — and while the other five virgins believed and had faith in his coming — and were in fact awaiting the coming of the Lord — to those believers who had not prepared themselves with the oil of purification it was said: ‘Assuredly, I say to you, I do not know you’”

“...We are the Prodigal Sons and Daughters of the Most High — and any time that we truly desire to return to the Edenic Kingdom, all that is required is that we seek Truth over manmade doctrine i.e. turn about from the ways of this world), and we will find the Kingdom Come Within Us. This is the Truth, the Light, and The Way for all of mankind.”

Picking up their own cross and travailing in The Way — which enables the disciple to enter through the ‘narrow gate’ and dwell in the Kingdom, while still physically alive in the body — overcoming the division of heaven and earth within the person.

The abandonment of this equation, while on occasion, permits syncretistic factors to provide the semblance of success — in the manner of a broken clock that is correct twice in the period of a day — but True Success can only be assured when Natural Laws indigenous to all planes of reality are simultaneously Evolved and Consciously Harmonized in a Sustained Effort to Focus all Activity in the absolute zenith of the pinnacle of expressive Being. The original Gospel accounts portrayed Jesus as a man who fulfilled the Law within himself to become the Anointed.

“What man ignorantly portrays as evil, is merely the Laws of Correction of the Left Hand returning to each individual person, as well as groups, the fruit of their own ways.”

Seeking pleasure, gratification, amuzement, enjoyment, ease, comfort, convenience, over that of seeking Truth that can be incovenient, discomforting, hard to face, & not pleasurable, is due to our current choice to engage in wrongdoing and immorality. Embodying Truth is Hard work, the Great Work.
Air, “Heaven”, “Afterlife”, Salvation, Elysium
Maat, Isis, Right-Hand, Order
“Alive, Life, Light, Sight/Vision”
Higher Consciousness
“Spiritual” Higher Self, Truer Self-Focus
Service to Truth and Morality
Evolved, Transformed, “of the Spirit”

Earth, “Hell”, “Underworld”, Perdition, Tartarus
Isfet, Eris, Left-Hand, Chaos
“Dead, Death, Dark, Blind”
Lower Consciousness
Physical Lower Self, Falser Self-Focus
Service to Self, Pleasure, Comfort
Carnal, Beastly, “of the Flesh”
Transcendental Consciousness Type 1 - Capacity and power to change things.
Transcendental Consciousness Type 2 - Moral higher “Living” in “Good”, “Truth”.

Transcend the current condition, now, presently, i.e. to change. Capacity to alter current way, path, normalcy, standard, condition, state, rather than repeat what already is because it is what is present, which is acting in simple *stimulus-response* to repeat what already is. But you can see future potential to change for the better, or worse, which is *processing* before simply outputting more of the same static, constant, current state of being.

Conscience and consciousness, knowledge of past in memory, (syneidesis), as an eye of providence, an all seeing eye, one-eye, 3rd eye, envisioning and creating the future, synnderesis. Learning from mistakes to change the current condition into a better future. To create a future in ideals/ideas of “good” and “truth” is the transcendental creator-generator-manifestor-“god” power. Apotheosis is to become a “god” through overcoming the darkness in ourselves and the world, and change to the good (alchemy). Higher consciousness, “3rd eye”, internal vision/sight, foresight, providence, fate, destiny in the wheel of time.
**ORGANICAL (PSYCHOLOGICAL THINGS)**

Emergence of consciousness (lower to higher)
Animal limit - interactive, mobile.
More complex organic life.

**BIOLOGICAL (LIVING THINGS)**

6 Kingdoms of Life (Animal, plant, fungi, protist, etc.)
Non-animal limit - non-interactive.
Higher order matter complexity as biological.

**EXISTENTIAL (EXISTENT THINGS)**

Matter, energy, etc. (ALL that is).
Non-biological limit restriction.
Non-biological organization and complexity.

Bio-only limit:
Higher order complexity.
Basic bio-electro physical determinant automated stimulus-response. No free will or consciousness.

Non-bio-only limit:
High predictability.
Causally determinant changes.

More complexity & order.
Psyche/Consciousness.
Free will, less predictability.
Agency power, self-determination. Same kingdom of life.
Different degree of psyche.
Higher order consciousness.
*More potential self-determination.*

**MORAL POTENTIAL (REAL LIVING, ACTUALIZED BEING)**
Higher, Truer, Realer Being. Effort to evolve. Proper, Right, Correct Higher Consciousness (H.C. L2) & Transcendental Consciousness (T.C. L2 - Create “Life”).

**HIGHER CONSCIOUSNESS POWER (POTENTIAL BECOMING)**

Higher self-determination. Power to Change World and Self (Good or Evil). Becoming, creating. Reflection, self-analysis.

**HUMAN (DEFAULT BEING)**

**NONHUMAN (NOT HUMAN CONSCIOUSNESS POWER LEVEL)**

Lower order consciousness.
*Less potential self-determination.*

CAUSAL INTERNAL CONSCIOUS PROCESSES (SEMI-CONDITIONED MOTIVATIONAL & WILLED BEHAVIOR)
Mostly human animals (nonhuman animals have demonstrable lesser power)
Self-Determinate Voluntary Internal Causal Power to Affect External Effects
Greater power to modify, alter, change, affect, “create” in reality (conditioned & willed)
Nonhuman animals affect minor changes, motivated, e.g. dams, nests, art, food caches
Potential to override and control automated functions, e.g. instincts, breathing

CAUSAL INTERNAL UN/SUBCONSCIOUS BIO PROCESSES (SEMI-CONDITIONED MOTIVATIONS)
Animal variable structural instincts, intuition, e.g. hunger, anger, pleasure, archetypes
Involuntary Internal Causal Power to Motivate Behavior in External Existence

CAUSAL BIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS & PROCESSES (AUTOMATED “BEHAVIOR”)
Human animals, nonhuman animals, plants, etc. basic structural bio-functionality
Automated Involuntary Physical Functionality (No Conscious Will Required)
Breath, grow, cell replication, muscles, digestion, autonomic nervous system, etc.
Minor changes in physical reality, e.g. resource use, decay, excretion, etc.

BASIC CAUSAL EXISTENCE/REALITY/UNIVERSE (DETERMINISTIC “BEHAVIOR”)
Basic determinant automated processing in/of reality (all affected, univ. causality)
Cause and Effect - Atoms, molecules, chemical interactions, etc.
e.g. sun rays heat earth, air pressure creates wind, moves rocks, etc.
sun heats water, evaporations, cools in atmosphere, gravity rains, etc.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Causal Bio-Socio Un/Sub Conscious Processing</th>
<th>HUMAN ANIMAL</th>
<th>CAUSAL INTERNAL CONSCIOUS PROCESSING</th>
<th>BIO-SOCIAL PROCEDURAL DETERMINATION AUTOMATON</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CAUSAL INTERNAL CONSCIOUS PROCESSING, CONDITIONED &amp; WILLED MOTIVATIONS</td>
<td>HIGHER CONSCIOUSNESS POTENTIAL BECOMING HC1, TC1</td>
<td>INPUT PROCESSING (L3 - DEEPER1) OUTPUT</td>
<td>BIO-SOCIAL PROCEDURAL DETERMINATION. “Create in our image”, image potentials from consciousness imagination, Good/Evil.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MORAL, TRUE, HIGH, REAL POTENTIAL ACTUALIZED BEING HC2, TC2</td>
<td>INPUT PROCESSING (L4 - DEEPER2) OUTPUT</td>
<td>GREATER REFLECTIVE USE</td>
<td>REALER, HIGHER, TRUER LIFE. Correction of errors/mistakes in self/world. “Create in Image of ‘God’/Good”. Proper moral creator for non-Evil.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAUSAL BIO-SOCIO UN/SUB CONSCIOUS PROCESSING (DEFAULT BEING) AUTO MOTIVATIONS</td>
<td>NONHUMAN ANIMAL DEFAULT BEING.</td>
<td>INPUT PROCESSING (L2 - Basic2) OUTPUT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Objective Universe (External Reality/Existence)

Grammar, Knowledge, Input Stimulus
Reflects: (1) External Objective Universe Reality (gray elephant)
(2) Internal Subjective Multiverse (Un)Reality (purple elephant)

External Bio-Body Sense Processing, Filter #1
Outer Senses - see, hear, smell, taste, touch.
Preliminary external processing from external stimulus.
Voluntary & involuntary acceptance & rejection of certain input/stimulus.

Internal Involuntary Unconscious (Emotion, Motivation) Sense Processing, Filter #2
Inner Senses & Drives - Unconscious/Subconscious “spirits”, Passive Consciousness.
Premilinary internal involuntary unaware processing from external senses.
Driving involuntary acceptance & rejection (validation) of certain input/stimulus.
Bio-conditioned motivations, emotions, cares, desires, passive thoughts, preconceptions, images, archetypes, intuition (passive logic), instincts, attachments.
Desires & motivations can invalidate valid input. Cognitive Dissonance.

Internal Voluntary Conscious Awareness Sense Processing
Inner Sense - Consciousness “spirit” proper, Active Consciousness.
Secondary internal processing from internal & external stimulus.
Voluntary acceptance & rejection (validation) of certain input/stimulus.

Logic Proper (Reason, Active Thought), Understanding & Processing, Filter #3
Inner perception and validation of Grammar, Knowledge, Input.
Active willful voluntary conscious aware processing.
Conscious Grammar Reflections of Reality and Self.

Subjective Multiverse (Internal Reality/Existence)

Body (External & Internal Aspects)

Consciousness Internal Feedback
Thought and Emotional Motivation Feedback.
Become Consciously Aware of Emotional and Motivational Drives (desire, care) to then Modify, Change, Alter your Affect upon Reality.

Passive Emotions

Active Thoughts

Internal Involuntary Unconscious (Emotion, Motivation) Sense Processing, Filter #2
Inner Senses & Drives - Unconscious/Subconscious “spirits”, Passive Consciousness.
Premilinary internal involuntary unaware processing from external senses.
Driving involuntary acceptance & rejection (validation) of certain input/stimulus.
Bio-conditioned motivations, emotions, cares, desires, passive thoughts, preconceptions, images, archetypes, intuition (passive logic), instincts, attachments.
Desires & motivations can invalidate valid input. Cognitive Dissonance.

Internal Voluntary Conscious Awareness Sense Processing
Inner Sense - Consciousness “spirit” proper, Active Consciousness.
Secondary internal processing from internal & external stimulus.
Voluntary acceptance & rejection (validation) of certain input/stimulus.

Logic Proper (Reason, Active Thought), Understanding & Processing, Filter #3
Inner perception and validation of Grammar, Knowledge, Input.
Active willful voluntary conscious aware processing.
Conscious Grammar Reflections of Reality and Self.
THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME AND ATTENTION!

HIGHER CONSCIOUSNESS

APOTHEOSIS
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